Asset NG knows when, where, what,
and how much
Asset NG is an asset management system optimised for IT lifecycle management. Its
automated processes help manage the acquisition, use and renewal of IT assets.
The service helps allocate costs and control budgets and get the best out of installed
technology. All parties have the same view of each device, which helps to manage
lease starting and ending events.

A tool for lifecycle management
Asset NG tracks an asset’s life and
provides an audit trail: see what’s being
acquired and accept deliveries; track
asset use and allocate costs to projects or
departments; share information across
the organisation. As well as information
for cost allocation and budgeting, Asset
NG provides lease accounting and lease
liability financial reports.

Towards the end of the asset’s life, use
Asset NG to manage return or extension.
When the asset is returned, see what
condition it was in and receive a detailed
data erasure report to show compliance
with data protection regulations.

Asset NG

Service through the lifecycle

Provide the
foundation
for IT lifecyle
management

As a network grows, the task of tracking
and managing devices grows with it.
Keeping users happy while devices are
refreshed is a continual challenge.
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The Asset NG service starts as an asset
arrives, making it easy to check and
accept incoming acquisitions. This
gives you control by ensuring the device

and user information are correct before
formally start the lease agreement.
As a detailed equipment register is built
up Asset NG offers basic, financial and
technical views of the information, as well
as a summary dashboard, with drill down
to device level information.
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Support the whole technology lifecycle
With a record of where devices are used,
Asset NG provides financial reports with
cost allocation summarised for a project or
for departments e.g. by cost centre.
Asset NG shows lease ending dates for all
devices to help plan device replacement
or lease extensions, and for IT to schedule
installation support resource. Using the
service to communicate impending events,
and the actions chosen helps you avoid

end of lease ambiguity and unintended
lease extensions.
Once devices are returned, Asset NG holds
data erasure reports and equipment quality
records to support your security audits.
Information on equipment quality can help
you review the overall refresh plan: e.g.
quality will fall if devices have been kept
too long.

Provide reports for informed decisions
This view is an example of the possibilities: it shows the numbers of devices; value
vs. age; value vs. type; quarterly acquisitions; aged view of devices and lease ending
choices. To get more detailed information it is easy to drill down to individual
devices.

This screenshot shows
an asset management
dashboard. The dashboard
can be tailored:
To suit different user
groups, so sensitive
information can be kept
confidential.
To match data shown to
the task: e.g. finance needs
a different view compared
to IT support.

Ask for a demo

Sustainable technology
We take care of the world’s technology, to take care of the world. We help our customers manage technology in a
sustainable, efficient and cost-effective manner. Our technology lifecycle model makes circular economy a reality.
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